Functional impairment of cytotoxic T cells in the lung airways following respiratory virus infections.
We investigated the differentiation phenotype and function of virus-specific and non-specific CTL that were recruited to the lung parenchyma and the bronchoalveolar space after respiratory virus infections. Soon after virus elimination, we observed functional impairment of CTL isolated from the airways in their ability to produce IFN-gamma and TNF-alpha and to lyse target cells. Impaired cytotoxicity was due to a reduced content of granzyme B and a reduced ability to mobilize lytic granules. This impairment in effector functions (a) was largely restricted to CTL in the lung airways, (b) affected both CTL specific for the infecting virus as well as those that were recruited non-specifically to the inflamed lung, (c) was independent of contact between CTL and their specific viral antigen, (d) was not restricted to terminally differentiated CTL but also affected resting memory CTL and (e) could be elicited by both respiratory syncytial virus and influenza virus and thus seemed to be largely independent of the infecting virus. These observations suggest that functional impairment of antiviral T cells in the lung is not the consequence of a viral escape strategy. It may rather result from the particular milieu in the bronchoalveolar space and reflect a host mechanism to prevent excessive pulmonary inflammation.